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Background

Abstract

Recent advances in the development of In Situ Ultraviolet Spectrophotometers (ISUS) now make it possible to rapidly collect UV spectra with wavelength
resolution better than 1 nm for extended periods of time. Many dissolved compounds of interest to oceanographers and limnologists, e.g., nitrate, nitrite,
bisulfide, bromide, iodide, thiosulfate, and organic material, absorb UV light. Each of these compounds has a unique absorption spectrum, which allows
individual components in complex mixtures to be quantified using numerical methods to deconvolve the spectra. The MBARI ISUS has been successfully
deployed in a variety of diverse environments and operational modes. Profiling data will be shown from deployments on an Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle (AUV) in the Arctic, towed undulating vehicles off the Oregon coast (Chelsea SeaSoar), and vertical casts on a CTD/Rosette system. Data from
long-term (6 month) mooring deployments in the equatorial Pacific and Monterey Bay, as well as real-time seafloor observations above a cold seep in the
Monterey Bay using a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV), illustrate the dynamic capabilities of ISUS to characterize a broad range of important
environments. Characterization of spatial and temporal variability of dissolved chemicals is greatly enhanced by the ability to measure concentrations
directly with no chemical manipulation and with a temporal resolution of approximately 1 second. In this poster, we will focus on the new scientific insights
that are derived from these data sets.
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the possibility of examining detailed spatial structure in the shelf and slope
ecosystem. Together with an acoustic measure of zooplankton, the National Science
Foundation funded CoOP COAST project plans to use this data set to rigorously test
and validate coastal nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton (NPZ) models.
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The ALTEX (Altantic Layer Tracking Experiment)
AUV (Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle) is a multi-sensor platform capable of remote, unattended
data profiling, collection and telemetry. The cruise track for the Artic based
experiment is shown above left, image of the AUV under the ice above right.
The experiment seeks to track warmer Atlantic Ocean waters entering the Artic
basin and determine both the effect and associated cause. An initial deployment
of the ALTEX AUV in the Artic was carried out in Oct-Nov 2001 and data from
an 18km long “yo-yo” profile (sawtooth pattern) section is shown below. ISUS
reported (via RS232 connection to the AUV) in-situ nitrate values at a 1Hz rate

Awaiting deployment is the towed, undulating
vehicle SeaSoar along with the OSU developed
microprofiler, carried below, and MBARI
ISUS mounted on top.

The MBARI ISUS
in 4000m rated housing

Researchers are currently
performing two iron enrichments
during the SOFeX expedition
(Jan-Feb 2002), one north and one
south of the Antarctic Polar Front
Zone (APFZ near 61°S) along
170°W. The region north of the
APFZ has low concentrations of
silicate (<3uM) with high
concentrations of nitrate
(>20uM). Waters south of the
APFZ have high nitrate and high
silicate.Diatoms are a
phytoplankton that requires
silicate to make a shell (called a
test). Diatoms remove most of the carbon dioxide from surface waters. Although both
regions have high nitrate, diatoms may not grow north of the front due to Si limitation. If
diatoms don’t grow north of the front, where most of the high nitrate low chlorophyll
(HNLC) water is found, then the Iron Hypothesis may not work. However, the experiment
thus far seems to indicate that introducing iron into a HNLC region can indeed stimulate
growth, currently (Feb 10) the North Patch (54°12'S 169°36'W) chlorophyll is at least 5
times higher than any chlorophyll concentration within 1000 km.

Trace metal rosette with
ISUS mounted in bottom
cage

To measure in-situ nitrate three ISUS instruments are being used as part of this experiment;
two are mounted from drifters operating in the enrichment areas ("patches") and monitor
the surface values while a third is being used to provide high-resolution vertical profiles.

Vertical nitrate profile taken by ISUS at
SOFeX CTD station 11 (55°57'S 177°52'W).
ISUS collects and reports (via analog voltage
connection to CTD) in-situ nitrate values at a
1Hz rate. High resolution nutrient profiles,
previously unattainable at this rate, are now
being used in field experiments to gain insight
into nutrient structures.
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The nitrate (uM) and oxygen (mL/L) relationship (NO) from the entire
18km section is shown above. The NO ratio is very useful as a tracer
of where oceanic water originated from, in this case water coming
from the Atlantic and entering into the Artic basin.
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Temperature, nitrate and chlorphyll fluorescence section across the
continental shelf at 44°N on the Oregon Coast. The section took just over
five hours to complete with the SeaSoar diving to approx. 120 meters
offshore and 20 meters nearshore. ISUS reported (via RS232 connection to
towfish CTD) in-situ nitrate values at a 1Hz rate

Location of MBARI M1 mooring

The temperature-nitrate and time relationship for
multi-year M1 sample data matches well with
ISUS data in the graph above right. The daily
averaged ISUS data from Oct-Dec 2001 is
represented in black and multi-year M1 sample
data shown in color.
Episodic events with associated nitrate
consumption are shown during the same
deployment period as above (Oct-Dec 2001) in
the graph directly right. ISUS samples once an
hour and can operate in this mode for over a year
from a single battery pack.
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Prediction of the nitrate
concentrations using the
nitrate-temperature
relationship for the
Equatorial Pacific gives
good agreement with the
daily average value
observed by ISUS in the
graph below. Biofouling
tests are underway to
improve duration.
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ISUS has been
deployed from the
MBARI ROV
(Reomtely Operated
Vehicle) Ventana
over cold seeps with
clam communities
in the Monterey Bay
at depths of 960m to
measure ambient
bisulfide. It was
initially believed
that no sulfides
would be detectable
in the water column,
however, small scale
vertical profiles
(image sequence
below) revealed that significant concentrations do exist directly over these
seeps. The ROV was fitted with a special vertical profiler, built by MBARI
personnel, that controlled the height of ISUS above the sediments.

Operation
An immersed optical reflection probe images UV light from a
continuous wave, line-free lamp into a fixed volume of ambient
solution. The UV light passes out through the solution to the
probe’s mirror, is reflected back through the solution to the probe’s
imaging optic and is finally reimaged for measurement. The
measurement is made using a multi-element spectrometer with
holographic grating (200-400nm). As UV light passes through the
solution it is absorbed by the various dissolved compounds present.
The spectrometer measures the absorbance spectra of the solution
and the data are stored. Numerical methods are then applied to
determine the concentrations of the constituent compounds. The
graph below illustrates the typical shape of an absorbance spectra
for surface seawater in Monterey Bay, California. The graph also
contains the end products from the numerical analysis. The
determined concentrations for this sample, calculating for nitrate
and bromide, i.e., “optical salinity”, were 3.8 uM and 33.13 pss
respectively.
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UV absorbance spectra for compounds of interest to oceanographers, including nitrate, nitrite, bisulfide (HS )
and bromide are shown at right at concentrations typical in the marine environment. In the past 40 years, there
have been several analytical methods developed for the direct determination of these compounds based on their
UV absorption , including an APHA standard method for nitrate analysis. These methods have not become
widely used, in part because the analytical methods were usually based on measurements at a single wavelength.
A measurement at a single wavelength does not allow chemicals with overlapping spectra to be differentiated.
However, advances in the development of diode array spectrophotometers now make it simple to rapidly collect
full spectra in the UV region. Spectral deconvolution techniques make it feasible to determine these compounds
directly in seawater, without any interferences, and with no chemical manipulations. Robust, multispectral
methods for nitrate determination in such difficult solutions as unfiltered waste water or ground waters have
recently been developed (Thomas et al., 1990; Karlsson et al., 1995; Holm et al., 1997).

Nitrate Monitoring from Coastal and Equatorial Pacific Moorings
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Both high resolution (<= 1hr) and long duration (3mo) monitoring of responses in nitrate (N03) is possible.
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Conclusions

Optical measurements of nitrate and sulfide concentrations can be
made in seawater to 4000m with a submersible, low power
spectrophotometer. This approach can measure nitrate and sulfide
at concentrations near 0.1 µM. High resolution measurements (< 1
s) are possible from vertically profiling platforms. The instrument
is stable and we plan to continue deploying it for both long term
measurements from deep sea moorings and high resolution vertical
profiles from various platforms.
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Distribution of bisulfide (HS-) concentrations above cold
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